PROVENCE
TWO TONE

Fashionably original and perfect for style-conscious homes, the Premier Collection is defined by its
refreshing look and bold styling. Strikingly designed to fit seamlessly into classic and contemporary
settings, high-grade materials and functional finishing touches throughout make it a range that meets
the needs of modern lifestyles. The Premier Collection, with its timeless appeal, will ensure your home
enjoys style with practicality.
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PROVENCE
TWO TONE

With hints of French farmhouse detail, this understated collection has tongue and
groove effect tops, traditional cornices and hardwearing antiqued-brass finish handles.
The naturally beautiful knotty American Oak solids and veneers are complemented
by fresh cream painted cabinets, while clean lines and a low sheen finish update its
rustic charm making it ideal for town and country. Central to the collection is a choice
of two sturdy draw leaf extension tables which can comfortably accommodate two
to four seats or four to six seats. Soft closing drawers and hardwearing lacquer finish
are just a few of the practical features. Provence is a timeless collection that will fit
seamlessly in both modern and traditional settings.
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2-4 DRAW LEAF EXTENSION
DINING TABLE
8872-1
Closed: 90cm x 90cm x 78cm h
Open: 158cm x 90cm x 78cm h
4-6 DRAW LEAF EXTENSION
DINING TABLE
8872-2
Closed: 128cm x 90cm x 78cm h
Open: 208cm x 90cm x 78cm h

SLATTED CHAIR
sand fabric seat pad
8872-09S
46cm x 57cm x 98cm h

NEST OF LAMP TABLES
8872-07
Large: 52cm x 52cm x 52cm h
Small: 38cm x 49cm x 42cm h

UPHOLSTERED CHAIR
sand fabric
8872-09U
45cm x 57cm x 99cm h

LAMP TABLE
8872-04
45cm x 45cm x 64cm h

CORNER TV UNIT
8872-23
95cm x 51cm x 61cm h

COFFEE TABLE
8872-05
107cm x 57cm x 45cm h

CONSOLE TABLE
8872-19
107cm x 39cm x 79cm h

LANDSCAPE MIRROR
8872-13
118cm x 4cm x 88cm h
NARROW SIDEBOARD
8872-10
108cm x 47cm x 85cm h
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3.

NARROW BOOKCASE
8872-26
47cm x 37cm x 200cm h

1.

4.

1. CORNER TV UNIT FEATURE 2. TABLE MECHANISM - CLOSED 3. TABLE MECHANISM - HALF OPEN
4. TABLE MECHANISM - OPEN
Please note, product measurements may vary slightly from those stated within. Our material specification refers to the exterior components.
Man-made materials may be used as part of the internal construction.
Partial assembly required.
Full self-assembly required.
All copyright, design rights and intellectual property rights existing in our design and products and in the images, text and design of this marketing material are and will remain the property
of Bentley Designs (UK) Ltd. We will treat any infringement of these rights seriously.

